The response of passing electrons in ion temperature gradient (ITG) and trapped electron mode (TEM) microturbulence regimes is investigated in tokamak geometry making use of the flux-tube version of the gyrokinetic code GENE. Results are obtained using two different electron models, fully kinetic and hybrid in which passing particles are forced to respond adiabatically while trapped are handled kinetically. Comparing linear eigenmodes obtained with these two models enables to systematically isolate fine radial structures located at corresponding mode rational surfaces, clearly resulting from the non-adiabatic passing electron response. Non-linear simulations show that these fine structures on the non-axisymmetric modes survive in the turbulent phase. Furthermore, through non-linear coupling to axisymmetric modes, they induce radial modulations in the effective profiles of density, ion/electron temperature and E × B shearing rate. Finally, the passing electron channel is shown to significantly contribute to the transport levels, at least in our ITG case. Also shown is that the passing electrons significantly influence the E × B saturation mechanism of turbulence fluxes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In axisymmetric, magnetic fusion-type plasmas such as generated in tokamaks, the amplitude of the magnetic field roughly varies as the inverse of the distance R to the axis of symmetry, B ∝ 1/R, such that particles can be mirror-trapped in the low field side of the torus. Phase space of each plasma species (electrons and ions) can thus be separated into trapped and passing regions. When studying microinstabilities and associated turbulence at the ion time scale, as in the cases of ion temperature gradient (ITG) and trapped electron mode (TEM), it is often assumed that the real frequency ω r of these modes is sufficiently low compared to the fast parallel dynamics of the passing electrons for these passing electrons to respond adiabatically. The reduced adiabatic (Boltzmann) response 1 for passing electrons has thus been extensively applied in gyrokinetic codes with the purpose of studying turbulent transport in the ITG and TEM regimes, for example in ORB5 2,3 , GT5D 4 , and GYSELA 5 . This approximation is practical due to the large time scale separation between the ion and electron dynamics, especially that of passing electrons. Resolving the full kinetic evolution of all species corresponds to a multi-scale computation which therefore remains a significant numerical challenge.
The assumption of an adiabatic response for the passing electrons is based on the argument that these particles are sufficiently mobile along the magnetic field line a) julien.dominski@epfl.ch to remain in thermal equilibrium even in the presence of field fluctuations 1 . This adiabatic response is justified as long as |ω r /k | ≪ v the , i.e. the parallel phase velocity ω r /k of ITG/TEM microinstabilities is small compared to the electron thermal velocity v the = T e0 /m e , where k is the component parallel to the magnetic field of a given mode wave vector k, T e0 the equilibrium temperature of the electrons, and m e their mass. Near mode rational surfaces (MRSs) of low order, i.e. magnetic surfaces where the safety factor q s is a low order rational number, q s = −m/n with m, n integer, the adiabatic assumption is in fact not justified. Indeed, near such a MRS, resonant Fourier modes with poloidal and toroidal mode numbers (m, n) align with the magnetic field line, k ≈ (nq s + m)/Rq s = 0. It results that the associated parallel phase velocity |ω r /k | becomes larger than the electron thermal velocity v the within a certain radial width δx around this surface. The condition for adiabatic response is thus clearly violated within this interval.
When accounting for the fully kinetic response of the electrons, fine structures related to their non-adiabatic response appear on the eigenmode structures in the vicinity of MRSs 6, 7 . Their presence in non-linear simulations has been observed as well [8] [9] [10] , potentially altering the electron particle flux 11 . Turbulence simulation including full passing electrons dynamics has also been discussed in 12. We propose here to more systematically characterize the role of the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons near MRSs, its linear destabilization mechanism, as well as its effect on the non-linear turbulent saturated regimes. We thus present the results of a systematic study of the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons in the vicinity of MRSs in both an ITG and a TEM dominated regimes. This analysis is based on results obtained with the gyrokinetic code GENE 13 . Although GENE is a very comprehensive code, which in particular has been generalized more recently to enable global (finite ρ ⋆ ) simulations [13] [14] [15] , this study has made use of its flux-tube (i.e. local) limit. In the considered flux-tube geometry, the density N j0 and temperature T j0 of a given species j, as well as corresponding inverse radial gradient lengths 1/L Nj = −d log N j0 /dr and 1/L Tj = −d log T j0 /dr respectively, r being a radial coordinate with units of length labeling the magnetic surfaces, are evaluated at a given flux-surface of minor radius r 0 and are assumed constant. The only radial variation of an equilibrium profile which is accounted for is the safety factor q s (r), whose variation is assumed linear and thus characterized by q 0 = q s (r 0 ) and magnetic shear s = (r 0 /q 0 )dq s /dr| r0 , thereby providing the appropriate magnetic topology required to study the particular particle dynamics that may develop in the vicinity of low order MRSs. For the magnetic equilibrium, a tokamak geometry with circular concentric magnetic surfaces is chosen, as described by the so-called analytic ad hoc model 16 . Note that in this study we consider non-collisional plasmas for simplicity.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the general aspects of the GENE code as well as its three different electron models are described : 1) a fully kinetic, 2) a fully adiabatic, and 3) a hybrid electron model in which the trapped particles are described kinetically, while the passing ones are forced to respond adiabatically. Then one illustrates the difference between these electron responses by comparing the linear spectra obtained from GENE using these three models, in two chosen reference cases: an ITG and a TEM regimes respectively. In Sec. III, the impact of the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons on the linear mode destabilization is addressed. Systematically comparing eigenmodes obtained from GENE linear simulations where the electron response is fully kinetic, with eigenmodes obtained from simulations where the electron response is hybrid, one clearly identifies a fine structure near MRS resulting from the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons 17 . The underlying mechanisms of the destabilization near MRS due to the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons are revealed by the derivation of a local dispersion relation to which GENE results are confronted. A systematic comparison based on the estimate of the fine radial structure width, within which the electrons respond non-adiabatically, is carried out by scanning physical parameters: the magnetic shearŝ, the safety factor q 0 , the electron to ion temperature ratio τ = T e0 /T i0 , the ion to electron mass ratio µ = m i /m e and the wave vector in the binormal direction k y ρ i (normalized to the ion Larmor radius). The interplay between the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons and the non-linear turbulence is analyzed in Sec. IV. The persistence in the turbulent regime of these fine structures on the considered k y = 0 modes is first addressed. The resulting radial modulation of the axisymmetric mode (k y = 0) due to the non-linear coupling with the k y = 0 modes is shown. In particular, the development of corrugations in the flux-surfaceand time-averaged profiles is pointed out as already observed [8] [9] [10] . The importance of the passing electron contribution to the different turbulent fluxes is quantified as well as their influence on the E × B saturation mechanism. Conclusions are finally drawn in Sec. V
II. ELECTRON MODELS IMPLEMENTED IN GENE
A. The GENE code
The code GENE 13 evolves the distributions of an arbitrary number of different particle species by solving the associated gyrokinetic equations 18 . GENE makes use of an Eulerian-based representation and enables to carry out linear and non-linear simulations of microinstabilities and related turbulence in magnetic confinement devices. The system of gyrokinetic equations is closed by reduced Maxwell's equations for electromagnetic potentials: the quasi-neutrality (or Poisson's) equation is sufficient if only electrostatic fluctuations are considered, while Ampère's law is invoked if electromagnetic fluctuations are accounted for. More details on the system of gyrokinetic equations implemented in GENE can be found in Ref. 19 .
In GENE, the configuration space is described with field-aligned coordinates (x, y, z), which is a natural choice for representing the fluctuating fields of microturbulence, as they are themselves aligned with the equilibrium magnetic field B 0 (B 0 ∇x × ∇y). For a tokamak configuration, in terms of magnetic coordinates (ψ, χ, ϕ) = (poloidal magnetic flux, straight field line poloidal angle, toroidal angle), one defines the radial coordinate x = r−r 0 , with r a function of ψ with units of length and r 0 the center of the simulation domain. The binormal coordinate, also called field-line coordinate, is defined by y = C y [q s (ψ)χ − ϕ] and the "parallel" coordinate by z = χ. One chooses C y = r 0 /q 0 such that y acquires units of length as well.
In GENE, the radial and binormal directions are represented in Fourier space with periodic boundary conditions, using n kx = n x and n ky = n y /2 complex Fourier modes (invoking reality condition). Periodic boundary conditions are actually imposed in the radial direction and natural in the binormal one. In GENE, the "parallel" direction is represented in direct space with n z grid points and the boundary conditions in this direction are pseudo-periodic 19, 20 :
where the periodicity of the poloidal direction A(ψ, χ, ϕ) = A(ψ, χ + 2π, ϕ) in (ψ, χ, ϕ) coordinates has been translated in (x, y, z) coordinates. In Fourier representation, this results in a coupling of the modes through
Consequently 2πŝk y must be a harmonic of the fundamental k x,min = 2π/L x and the radial size of the flux-tube must be L x = M/ŝk y,min an integer number M times the distance between lowest order MRSs:
A tokamak magnetic surface can be represented in the plane (χ, ϕ) with χ and ϕ varying betwen 0 and 2π. In these coordinates, the magnetic field lines are straight lines of constant safety factor q s = B · ∇ϕ/B · ∇χ and the flux-tube simulation domain covers a fraction of the magnetic surface which is bounded between two straight lines distant of ∆ϕ = 2π/n 0 in the toroidal direction (constant χ) and n 0 an integer. By definition of the y coordinate, the box size in the binormal direction is then L y = 2πC y /n 0 . When n 0 > 1, only a fraction of the magnetic surface is accounted for and the box length in the y-direction must be much longer than the typical correlation length of the turbulence (≈ 10ρ i ) to avoid unphysical reconnection of turbulence. A similar constraint has to be respected in the radial direction, i.e. L x much longer than the correlation length of the turbulence, because periodic boundary conditions are not natural in this direction. Finally, having L z = 2π the dimensions L x × L y × L z of the flux-tube simulation box representing the configuration space have been determined by the choice of physical and numerical parameters.
The considered velocity space coordinates are the gyrocenter variables (v , µ), with µ = mv 2 ⊥ /2B 0 the magnetic moment and v , resp. v ⊥ , the parallel, resp. perpendicular, components of velocity to the magnetic field. The numerical representation of these directions originally infinite are restricted to −v max < v < +v max and 0 < µ < µ max = mv 2 max /2B 0 where typically v max = 4 − 5 v th . This species dependent velocity phase space is discretized with n v equidistant mesh points in the v direction and with n µ points, either equidistant or given by Gauss-Legendre integration points, in the µ direction. In this paper we use the thermal velocity definition: v th = T 0 /m, while the GENE code uses a different thermal velocity definition: v T = 2T 0 /m.
B. Electron Models
The implementation of the hybrid electron model, a new feature in GENE, is briefly described here. It is a reduced model for the electron dynamics in which the trapped particles are solved kinetically, while the passing particles are forced to respond adiabatically. This model is only to be considered for representing electrostatic fluctuations at the ion scale, such as typically the ITG and TEM. Indeed, by neglecting the non-adiabatic response of passing-electrons, one excludes the dynamics essential to electron temperature gradient (ETG) modes and furthermore is unable to represent fluctuations in the electron current essential for describing electromagnetic modes. In the frame of the hybrid model, the only field equation that needs to be accounted for is therefore the quasi-neutrality equation (QNE):
where δN j stands for the perturbed density of species j. Species-dependent quantities are labeled with the subscript j: electric charge q j , mass m j , background density N j0 , background temperature T j0 , perturbed density δN j , perturbed temperature δT j , and thermal velocity v thj = T j0 /m j (j = i ions and j = e electrons). When describing a certain species, or sub-group of species, kinetically, the corresponding density fluctuation δN kin j is given within the gyrokinetic formalism by
where V represents the domain in velocity space of the considered sub-group of particles, f j0 stands for the corresponding unperturbed distribution and δf j for the fluctuating part provided by the gyrokinetic equation, B ⋆ 0 /m j is the Jacobian relative to the velocity variables
and φ is the perturbed electric potential. In Eq. (3), the charge density of each species is decomposed into two contributions: the gyrodensity, explicitly expressed in terms of δf j , and the polarization drift contribution, expressed in terms of φ. The notation A used in (3) stands for the so-called gyroaverage of a given field A(x) seen by a particle over one cyclotron period:
with ρ(x, µ, θ) the gyrovector of the particle and θ the gyroangle. FurthermoreĀ stands for the double gyroaveraging:
where the variation of the Larmor radius between the particle position and the guiding-center position has been neglected: ||ρ||(x) ≈ ||ρ||(x − ρ). In Eq. (3), the background distribution f j0 has in fact been assumed Maxwellian:
When describing a certain (sub-group) of species, adiabatically, the corresponding, linearized, density fluctuation response δN ad j reads:
where α is the fraction of the species population which compose the considered sub-group and · FS stands for the flux-surface averaging operator
with ∆V the space volume between two consecutive magnetic surfaces ψ and ψ + ∆ψ. Let us now briefly detail the particular cases of the three electron models.
Fully kinetic
In the case of the fully kinetic model, the perturbed density of each species is computed kinetically by integrating Eq. (3) over the whole velocity phase-space, i.e.
In this case the QNE reads:
where the background Maxwellian distribution appearing in the polarization-drift term has been analytically integrated over the v variable. Eq. (9) requires the evolution of both the ion and electron distributions.
Adiabatic
In the adiabatic model, all types of electrons are forced to respond adiabatically. Their perturbed density being thus determined with Eq. (7) where α is set to unity as the whole electron population is considered to respond adiabatically. In this case, the QNE reads:
where the sum over species on the left hand side of Eq. (9) is now reduced to the sole (multiple) ion contribution(s), while the charge density contribution from the adiabatic electron response appears on the right hand side of Eq. (10) . For this adiabatic model, there is clearly no need to evolve the gyrokinetic equation for the electron distribution.
Hybrid
Finally, in the case of the hybrid model, the QNE is written:
where the fluctuating component of the electron charge density on the right hand side yields two contributions: the first term from the passing particles, handled adiabatically, and the other terms from the trapped particles, handled kinetically. The trapped electron contribution, at a position x, is obtained by integrating the kinetic estimate as described in Eq. The passing electrons contribution, at the same position, is estimated by weighting Eq. (7) by the passing electron fraction α = (1 − α t ), itself defined by the trapped electron fraction α t which can be estimated as
In Eq. (11) the presence of the error function, erf(
, results from the analytical integration of the background Maxwellian distribution appearing in the polarization drift term over the parallel velocity phase-space of trapped electrons. Note that in the limit of v c → ∞ (α t → 1), one recovers the fully-kinetic model of Eq. (9) from Eq. (11). Respectively, in the limit of v c → 0 (α t → 0), one recovers the adiabatic model of Eq. (10) from Eq. (11) .
In the hybrid model, only the distribution of trapped electrons is required to evaluate the QNE. The distribution of passing electrons however does not explicitly appear in this equation. It may therefore appear that the passing electron distribution can be neglected. This is in fact not true, as the effective particle trajectories, perturbed by the fluctuating fields associated to the microturbulence, can lead to passing particles becoming trapped and vice versa. Consequently, the total electron distribution must nonetheless be evolved in the hybrid model, according to the same gyrokinetic equation considered in the fully kinetic model, except that, the contribution of the passing particles to the QNE as obtained from the adiabatic assumption and not from their particle distribution function.
C. Illustration on reference cases
Differences between these electron models are briefly illustrated by looking at the linear spectra obtained with the GENE code when using alternatively the fully kinetic, adiabatic, and hybrid electron models. The physical parameters of these test cases are summarized in Tab. I. The real frequencies ω r and growth rates γ of the most unstable mode at each wave number k y (∼ average poloidal) are presented in Fig. 1 subplots (a,b,c,d ). This figure shows the results obtained for two different instability regimes: an ITG and a TEM. These two cases are the reference cases considered in this entire work. The ITG is close to the cyclone base case (CBC), whose characteristic gradients lengths of density and ion/electron temperatures have been slightly modified to avoid the presence of secondary TEM or ETG modes. The TEM case is inspired by Ref. 21 but considering the temperature ratio τ = 1 instead of 3: will be discussed in Sec. IV A, this change is made to obtain a TEM case whose turbulent fluxes are significantly saturated by the zonal flows (ZFs).
In the ITG case, Fig. 1 (a) and (c), for small wave numbers, 0 < k y ρ i < ∼ 0.7, the fully kinetic electron model (blue) provides an ITG instability (ω r < 0), well reproduced by the hybrid (red) but not so well reproduced by the adiabatic model (green): there is indeed a ∼ 50% lower γ with this latter model, resulting from the trapped electrons being forced to respond adiabatically, when in fact they are essentially passive for this ITG. Accounting for the fully kinetic electron response provides essentially the same spectra as when accounting for the hybrid electron response, in this ITG case where no unstable TEM or ETG are present.
In the TEM case, Fig. 1 (b) and (d), the kinetic model (blue) provides a TEM instability (ω r > 0) well reproduced by the hybrid model (red) for small to intermediate wave numbers 0 < k y ρ i < ∼ 1.5. At high wave numbers, k y ρ i > ∼ 1.5, the fully kinetic spectra shows a progressive transition of the TEM mode towards an ETG instability, at which point the hybrid representation starts to fail. The adiabatic electron model does not give any TEM instability because this response cannot be used to reproduce the TEM destabilization mechanism which is caused by a resonance between the perturbation and the toroidal precessional drift of the trapped electrons.
III. FINE STRUCTURES AT LOW ORDER MRS, IN LINEAR REGIMES
A. Analytical estimate of the radial width of fine structures An analytical estimate of the radial width δx th measuring the region centered around a MRS, within which the passing electron response is expected to be non-adiabatic, is derived. The considered MRS is assumed located at x 0 = 0 where q(x 0 ) = q 0 = −m/n. The wave vector of the Fourier mode of poloidal-toroidal mode numbers (m, n) is given by k = m∇χ + n∇ϕ and its component parallel to B 0 reads:
having used q s = B 0 · ∇ϕ/B 0 · ∇χ, constant on a magnetic surface for the straight field line poloidal angle χ. Near the MRS located at x 0 , one clearly has k → 0 and the condition of validity for limiting the passing electron response to their adiabatic response, |ω r /k | ≪ v the , breaks down. Note that the parallel component of the wave vector goes to zero as the mode aligns with the magnetic field at the position of the MRS.
To have an estimate of the parallel phase velocity ω r /k with respect to x, one Taylor expands the safety factor and the parallel component of the wave vector around x 0 with respect to the small deviation x = x− x 0 , leading to:
with k y = −nq 0 /r 0 and B 0 · ∇ϕ ≈ B 0 /R. Then, assuming that the electrons respond non-adiabatically in the region where the phase velocity of the perturbation is larger than the electron thermal velocity, one estimates the boundaries of this region to be where |ω r /k (±δx th /2)| = v the . Finally, the distance between these boundaries located on both sides of the MRS gives the so-called "theoretical" estimate of the fine structure δx
This theoretical estimate requires the knowledge of the real frequencies, ω r , which we take here from GENE linear simulations. For example, to estimate the theoretical width of the k y ρ i = 0.3 mode of reference, the real frequencies of the ITG and TEM cases are taken from Fig. 1 (c,d): ω r ≈ −0.7v thi /R and 0.6v thi /R respectively. Then considering appropriate physical parameters from Tab. I, one roughly estimates the respective radial widths to be δx th ≈ 0.21ρ i and 0.18ρ i . This narrow region of non-adiabatic electron response motivates the use of high radial resolution in GENE simulations.
B. Fine structures near MRS in linear GENE simulations
Linear flux-tube simulations of ITG and TEM eigenmodes have been carried out by using the spectral approach provided in the GENE code, which enables one to compute dominant as well as sub-dominant unstable eigenmodes with complex frequency ω = ω r + ıγ, as detailed in Ref. 22-24. In the GENE representation, an eigenmode of a field A thus takes on the functional form:
The eigenmode is therefore essentially characterized by the complex amplitude A(x, z), which represents the slow spatial variation, the fast phase variation being contained in the factor exp(ık y y). Figs. 2 and 3 show typical eigenmode envelopes of fluctuating fields of interest (φ, δN , δT e and δT i ), for both the ITG and TEM test cases in respectively the left and right columns of these figures. In these figures the fields are weighted by the Jacobian J xyz .
In a linear flux-tube simulation, due to the imposed periodic boundary conditions in x, the system size L x along this direction must be taken as the distance between consecutive lowest order MRSs for the considered k y mode number:
. Furthermore the origin of the x coordinates is always chosen to be located at MRS. For k y ρ i = 0.3 andŝ = 0.8 considered here, one thus obtains L x = 4.17 ρ i .
In Fig. 2 , whose results are obtained with the fully kinetic electron model, the characteristic ballooned structures of ITG/TEM modes is recovered: the amplitude of the slow spatial envelope of the perturbation is systematically modulated in the z ≡ χ direction with a minimum located in the inner mid-plane at z = ±π and a maximum located in the outer mid-plane at z = 0. Indeed the maximum of amplitude is positioned in both cases at the outer mid-plane of the tokamak where the interchange is unfavorable in the ITG case and where the trapped electrons are resonating with the perturbation in the TEM case. Remarkable on all fields, except δT i , is the presence of a fine radial structure centered on the MRS located, as previously mentioned above, at x = 0 where the non-adiabatic response of the passing electrons cannot be neglected.
To clearly identify the effect of the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons, the envelopes of the electric potential |φ| obtained with the hybrid model and with the fully kinetic model, respectively, are compared in Fig. 3 . Subplots (a,b) present results carried out with the fully kinetic model, while subplots (c,d) show results obtained with the hybrid model. Note that the ballooned structure is recovered for the case of hybrid electron model. A notable difference, however, is the presence of the fine almost slab-like structure centered at the MRS (x = 0) in the eigenmodes from the fully kinetic model, which is absent in the hybrid model results, thus clearly identified as a feature resulting from the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons in the vicinity of the lowest order MRS of the considered k y mode number. The slab-like feature along z at x = 0 ensures |k | ≈ |∂ log φ/∂z| ≈ 0, essential for a non-adiabatic response of passing electrons. ∂ φ/∂z = 0 is clearly only possible at MRS. By subtracting the mode envelopes obtained from the two different electron models, ∆| φ|(x, z) = | φ kin | − | φ hyb | shown in subplots (e,f) of Fig. 3 , we are able to cleanly isolate the radial structure. Note that prior to this subtraction, the field φ hyb has been normalized such that
at the most distant radial points from the MRSs where the fields provided by the fully kinetic and hybrid models are essentially identical. Furthermore z-averaging provides an average radial profile
shown in subplots (g,h) of Fig. 3 , from which a numerical estimate δx sim lin of the structure width is measured as the full width at half maximum (FWHM): δx sim lin /ρ i ≈ 0.27 (ITG) and 0.48 (TEM). Numerical estimates are of the same order of magnitude than the theoretical ones, δx th /ρ i ≈ 0.21 (ITG) and 0.18 (TEM), with good agreement for ITG and a factor 2.5 larger for TEM.
of linear eigenmodes for the same ITG and TEM cases as in Fig. 2 . The first and second row of sub-plots respectively present the results from the fully kinetic and hybrid electron models. The difference ∆| φ| is shown in the third row and its z-averaged profile in the fourth row, from which the numerical FWHM δx sim lin (magenta circles) estimate for the fine structure width can be obtained. Color coding: dark blue = zero, dark red = maximum value.
These fine structures can be indirectly observed through the presence of so-called "Giant tails"
11 in the ballooning representation of the electric potential. Indeed, giant tails in Fourier space correspond to a localized fine structure in direct space. Corresponding giant tails as illustrated in Fig. 4 , for the ITG case, are present in the fully kinetic case, when no such big tails are present in the hybrid or adiabatic cases, thus confirming that the fine radial structures are due to the non-adiabatic response of the passing electrons. Nonetheless tails of lower amplitude (2 orders of magnitude smaller) are also present in the hybrid cases corresponding to weak radial modulation in direct space and visible in Fig 3(c-d) . They are due to the trapped electrons response as there is no such tail of low amplitude in the adiabatic case. In the TEM case, not shown here, results are essentially the same.
C. Local dispersion relation
Model
In this section one introduces the local dispersion relation used to describe both ITG and TEM instabilities at the most unfavorable position (χ = 0). In this local approach the field aligned coordinate system is approximated by a local Cartesian system whose orthogonal directions are: the radial direction where the typical gra-
, the binormal direction which is associated in this local approach to be the perpendicular direction (k ⊥ ≡ k y ), and the parallel direction to the magnetic field (k ≡ k z ). This dispersion relation is based on the gyrokinetic QNE. The perturbed density contribution of each species j to the QNE is obtained from the gyrokinetic equation 25 :
where the first term in the square bracket of the RHS gives the adiabatic response and the second term containing the Bessel function of the first kind J 0 gives the non-adiabatic response. Other parameters are:
The kinetic estimate of the ion perturbed density with charge q i = Ze is obtained from Eq. (16) where the domain of integration is the whole velocity space, giving:
(17) In the frame of the hybrid electron model, the electron density is composed of two contributions: the adiabatic response of the passing electrons δN e,pas /N e0 = (1 − α t )eφ/T e0 and the bounce-averaged kinetic response of the trapped electrons
where ε = (v 2 ⊥ + v 2 )/2 is the kinetic energy divided by the mass and n φ is the toroidal precessional drift frequency of the trapped electrons. Introducing the dispersion function W (z) = (2π)
this last equation reduces 26 to
where ω ϕe = n φ v 2 the /ε = ω N e GL N /R, G ≈ 1 and z be = sgn(ω ϕe ) 2ω/ω ϕe has been chosen in order to respect causality over the Landau contour Υ of the integral defining W (z).
In order to study the fully kinetic response of the plasma in this local approach, the previously ignored non-adiabatic response of the passing electrons is introduced. The passing electron drift frequency is averaged to zero ω de = 0 because these passing electrons circulate successively over the favorable and unfavorable sides of the poloidal plane with a much higher transit frequency ω t than the typical ITG/TEM frequencies. The Larmor radius of electrons being small enough, k ⊥ ρ e ≪ 1, the electron finite Larmor radius effects are neglected: J 0 (ϑ e ) ≈ 1. The non-adiabatic response of passing electrons is then obtained by integrating Eq. (16) with ω de = 0 and J 0 = 1 over the passing velocity phase space
dv ⊥ , where v ⊥c = v tan θ c is the critical perpendicular velocity above which the electrons are trapped. Finally, the fully kinetic response of the passing electrons reads:
where W (z) is the dispersion function and z e = ω/k v the . Finally, having a quasi-neutral background (ZN i0 = N e0 ), the dispersion relation of the fully kinetic model is:
Removing both terms proportional to (1 − ω ⋆ e /ω) which contain the non-adiabatic response of electrons gives the dispersion relation of the adiabatic model. Removing only the second term proportional to (1 − ω ⋆ e /ω) gives the dispersion relation of the hybrid model.
Analytical solution at MRS
We are now interested in deriving an analytical solution at MRS, i.e. k = 0, by keeping the essential terms of this local dispersion relation. Eq. (21) is simplified by noting that k v /ω = 0. For all cases, ion finite Larmor radius effects turn out to be essential in the destabilization mechanism at MRS, and they are kept at second order by employing the approximation J 2 0 (ϑ i
(23) The kinetic response of passing electrons is obtained by making use of the asymptotic expansion W (z e ) ≃ −z for |z e | ≫ 1 which in the limit k → 0 leads to
These approximations finally lead to the so-called asymptotic dispersion relation The second order polynomial equation (25) of the form Aω 2 +Bω+C = 0 accounts for an instability if and only if the discriminant ∆ = B 2 − 4AC is negative. Noting that A > 0, in all cases, a necessary condition for instability is thus C > 0 which in turns requires ω N i (1 + η i ) ω di > 0 reflecting the interchange nature of the instability.
In order to appreciate the agreement between the local dispersion relation (21) and the asymptotic one (25), a scan in τ is carried out in Fig. 5 . The destabilizing influence of the non-adiabatic electron response, near MRSs, is recovered with both dispersion relations: γ kin > γ hyb > γ ad . The growth rates obtained from Eq. (25) are in a quite good agreement with those obtained from Eq. (21) in the ITG case but appear to be overestimated in the TEM case by a factor ≈ 2 − 3: this may be due to the approximation |z be | ≫ 1 when in fact |z be | > ∼ 1 in this TEM case when k = 0. Also for both local and asymptotic dispersion relations, increasing τ , which corresponds to decreasing the adiabatic response, has the effect of reducing the difference between the growth rates obtained with the different electron models.
We now discuss results obtained with the local dispersion relation Eq. (21).
Local destabilization near MRS, results
The real frequencies and growth rates obtained with the local dispersion relation (21) are plotted in Fig. 1 subplots (e) and (f), in the ITG and TEM cases, respectively. To obtain an unstable branch from the local dispersion relation (21) , one has to choose a value of the k parameter. Results obtained with the adiabatic and hybrid models are not significantly affected by the value of k and have then been plotted only for k Rq 0 = 0.2. On the contrary, results obtained with the fully kinetic
The first value of the parallel wave vector is the same as the one taken to obtain results with the hybrid and adiabatic models: k Rq 0 = 0.2; it corresponds to a value of the wave vector located far from a MRS where the adiabatic electron hypothesis is valid (|ω r /k v the | ≪ 1). The second value of the parallel wave vector is taken at MRS: k Rq 0 = 0, where the adiabatic hypothesis is invalid (|ω r /k v the | ≫ 1). Far from the MRS (full lines), the complex frequencies obtained with these local models are in a qualitative agreement with results obtained from GENE and plotted in subplots (a-d) but the local dispersion relation overestimates the real frequencies and growth rates up to a factor two. This difference can be explained by the fact that the local dispersion is located at the most unstable position, but the flux-tube accounts for both unstable and stable sides of the magnetic surface. At MRS (blue lines with asterisk), in comparison with kinetic results obtained far from MRS (blue lines), the ITG growth rates are larger for almost all wavelengths (k y ρ i > ∼ 0.1) and the TEM growth rates are larger for the long wavelengths (k y ρ i < ∼ 0.8) and smaller elsewhere. This sensibility to the value of k of the local dispersion relation with fully kinetic electrons underlines that the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons plays a role near MRS.
In Fig. 6 subplots (a,b) the real frequencies ω r and growth rates γ solutions of Eq. (21) are plotted with respect to k , and in subplots (c,d) the phase to thermal velocities ratios |ω r /k v the | are plotted with respect to x. The value of x is computed using the mapping k → x described by Eq. (13) . It clearly appears that when getting closer to the MRS, i.e. k going to zero, the kinetic model provides larger growth rates than the hybrid model. It thus reveals the destabilizing role of the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons near MRS. Moreover, this divergence between kinetic and hybrid results starts from a value of k where the parallel phase velocity of the wave is of the order of the electron thermal velocity. It validates the choice of the criteria |ω/k | = v the used to derive the theoretical width estimate of the fine structures Eq. (14) .
In Fig. 7 the relative difference between kinetic and hybrid growth rates, ∆γ = (γ kin − γ hyb ), obtained with the local dispersion relation, as well as the difference between kinetic and hybrid envelopes of the electric potential, ∆|φ| = |φ kin | − |φ hyb |, obtained with GENE are plotted with respect to the radial distance to the MRS. It is remarkable that the abrupt increase of the growth rate due to the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons near MRS occurs within a radial region where the radial fine structure is present over the perturbation fields of GENE results. Defining the local estimate of the fine structure width δx loc to be the FWHM of ∆γ(x), the structure boundary is then localized in Fig. 6 to be at x/ρ i ≈ 0.1 and 0.2, in the ITG and TEM cases respectively. At these (21) obtained when considering the different electron models: adiabatic (green), hybrid (red) and fully kinetic (blue), for both (a,c) ITG and (b,d) TEM test cases of reference described in Tab. I. In the top subplots (a) and (b), the growth rate is plotted with full lines and the real frequency with dashed lines. In the bottom subplots (c) and (d), the phase velocity normalized wrt. the electron thermal one is shown as a function of the distance x to the MRS. The radial distance to the MRS x, in the x-axis of (a) and (b) is mapped to the value of k in the x-axis of (c) and (d) by using Eq. (13). The FWHM which corresponds to the local width estimate of the fine structure δx loc is plotted with magenta circles. Growth rates obtained with the asymptotic dispersion relation (25) are indicated with an asterisk in subplots (a) and (b).
respective positions one has |ω r /k v the | ≈ 1 and 0.4.
We will now systematically compare the different estimates of the fine structure widths, δx th , δx loc and δx sim lin , when scanning physical parameters.
D. Systematic scan of physical parameters and comparison of the radial width estimates
Numerical width estimates δx sim lin plotted in Fig. 8 are obtained while scanning the aforementioned physical parameters of Eq. (14): τ , µ, q 0 ,ŝ, and k y . It is remarkable that a fine structure is always present over the eigenmode of the electric potential with a radial width systematically smaller than an ion Larmor radius or so, except forŝ → 0. It is also remarkable that the width estimate obtained from the local dispersion relation is in qualitative agreement with GENE simulation results, thus confirming that the radial fine structures are related to a local destabilization of the plasma due to the non-adiabatic response of passing electron near MRSs. The influence of the scanned physical parameters over the structure width can be obtained by fitting the results with power scaling laws: in the ITG case we obtain δx 
. The difference of these two relations with the theoretical relation given by Eq. (14) reflects the fact that ω r is not constant and its value taken from GENE varies with the scanned parameters.
In Fig. 9 , for each linear simulation carried out with GENE when scanning the physical parameters, the numerical width estimate δx sim lin is compared to both theoretical estimate δx th and local estimate δx loc obtained with corresponding parameters. In subplot (a), the numerical estimates obtained from GENE simulations are in good agreement with the theoretical ones, as their ratio is of order unity. In the ITG case, for the majority of scanned parameters one has κ = δx th /δx sim lin ≈ 1. In the TEM case, this velocity ratio is of the order of, but smaller, than unity: κ = δx th /δx sim lin ≈ 0.4 indicating that the destabilization occurs for slower parallel wave velocities in this case than for ITG modes. It thus validates the choice of using the criteria |ω r /k | ≈ v the to localize, at leading order, the boundaries of the non-adiabatic region when defining the theoretical estimate δx th of the width, Eq. (14) . In subplot (b), the numerical width estimates obtained from GENE δx sim lin are in good agreement with the local ones δx loc for all scanned parameters of both the ITG and TEM test cases. This good agreement between the results obtained with GENE and the results obtained with the local dispersion relation, also clearly appreciable in Fig. 8 , shows that the fine structures near MRSs are related to the local destabilization due to the passing electrons dynamics.
IV. FINE STRUCTURES IN NON-LINEAR SIMULATIONS AND THEIR EFFECT ON TRANSPORT A. ITG and TEM test cases
Non-linear simulations with hybrid and fully kinetic electrons have been carried out considering the reduced mass ratio µ = 400 (see table I) over a sufficiently long time (up to t ∼ 300 R/v thi ) to ensure good statistics over the saturated turbulent phase, as illustrated in Fig. 10 showing the time traces of the ion and electron kinetic energy fluxes, Q i and Q e respectively, for both the ITG and TEM cases. Also reported in these plots are the running time averages, Q run j (t) = t ts Q j (t ′ )dt ′ /(t− t s ), taken over the turbulent saturated regime, which has been estimated to start in both cases at t s = 20 R/v thi . The final values of these running averages provide the timeaveraged fluxes over the full saturated turbulent phase of the simulation. In the following, · t stands for the time average of different physical quantities taken over the so-defined saturated time window.
Turbulence simulations involve the evolution of a spectrum of non-linearly coupled k y modes which consists, in our simulations, of a set of 64 modes k y = i y k y,min (i y = 0, .., 63), so that k y,min ρ i = 0.07 and 0.04, in ITG and TEM cases, respectively. The k x spectrum consists of a set of n kx = 432 (resp. 256) modes k x = i x k x,min (i x = −n kx /2, .., 0, ..., n kx /2), so that k x,min ρ i = 0.032 (resp. 0.056), in ITG (resp. TEM) case. A convergence study with respect to the number of k x modes, n kx = n x , is conducted in Sec. IV C 2.
Shearing of turbulent eddies by turbulence-generated Zonal Flows (ZFs) is understood to be the dominant saturation mechanism of ITG-driven turbulence and therefore of the associated transport fluxes [27] [28] [29] . As various studies have shown 21, 30 , the role played by ZFs in saturating TEM driven turbulence is more complex. In particular, in Ref. 30 the efficiency of turbulence saturation by ZFs is strongly dependent on the parameter range considered. It is to be noted that the physical parameters for the considered TEM case are essentially the same as the ones considered in Ref 21 , except for the temperature ratio τ = 1 considered here instead of τ = 3. According to Ref 30 , going from τ = 3 to τ = 1 pushes the system from a regime where ZFs play a sub-dominant role in the saturation mechanism of the TEM turbulence towards a regime where ZFs play a dominant role. This has been confirmed in our simulations by artificially zeroing out the ZFs, which led to a 10-fold increase of the turbulent fluxes, clearly reflecting the essential role played by the ZFs in regulating the turbulence.
As already mentioned when discussing the linear results, the boundary conditions require the radial length L x of the simulation to be an integer multiple of the distance between MRSs for each considered k y mode. Note that it is sufficient for this condition to be verified by L x for k y,min for it to be verified for all k y . One thus needs to set L x = M L LMRS , with M an integer and L LMRS = 1/ŝk y,min the distance between Lowest order MRSs. For the ITG and TEM cases, M = 8 and 4 were chosen, giving respectively L x = 142.9 ρ i and 125.0 ρ i , thus ensuring a large enough box (> 100 ρ i ) compared to the typical radial turbulence correlation length of order ∼ 10 ρ i . The number of radial grid points n x is taken so as to resolve the fine structures in the corresponding linear eigenmodes of the k y modes which dominate the turbulent flux spectra (see Fig. 15 ). The values n x = 432 and 256 were thus chosen for the basic simulations, corresponding to radial grid spacings ∆x = L x /n x = 0.33 ρ i and 0.49 ρ i for the ITG and TEM cases respectively. Figure 11 confirms that these resolutions are indeed sufficient according to this criteria. Note that the radial widths δx sim lin of linear eigenmode structures as a function of k y ρ i shown in Fig. 11 are very similar to the results shown in Fig. 8(e) , these widths being however broad- ened as a result of the reduced mass ratio considered here. This is explained by the fact that δx ∝ ω r /µ 1/2 according to Eq. (14) with the real frequency ω r being essentially unchanged when reducing µ from the physical value 1836 to the reduced value 400 as shown in Fig. 1 . This has been confirmed with linear simulations when establishing the power scaling laws δx sim lin,ITG and δx sim lin,TEM both proportional to µ −1/2 . Simulations with other values of n x were carried out as well and are presented in Sec. IV C 2 where the issue of radial resolution convergence of fine structures is discussed. The broadening of the radial structures are the main rationale for considering a reduced mass ratio for the non-linear simulations, as it enables to more easily ensure sufficient radial resolution with a tractable number of grid points.
Concerning the grid resolutions in the other phase space directions, n z = 16 points along z were chosen for both the ITG and TEM cases. Boundaries along the velocity space directions were set to v ,max = 4.2 v th and µ max = 9 T /B 0 for each species both in the ITG and TEM cases, with the corresponding resolutions n v × n µ = 64 × 8 and 64 × 16 respectively. Note the slightly higher velocity resolution for the latter case, to ensure an accurate description of the trapped/passing boundary, essential for TEM simulations. illustrate for each mode k y = 0 the presence in the fully kinetic results of fine radial structures located at the associated MRSs, positioned at x = δm/ŝk y , δm integer and indicated with tick marks in the corresponding plots. Similar fine structures are essentially (see the next paragraph) absent in the hybrid simulations. This confirms that the fine structures related to the non-adiabatic passing electrons and originally identified in the linear simulations actually persist in the non-linear turbulent regime.
The systematic procedure applied in the linear study for measuring their radial width δx, based on subtracting the eigenmode envelope related to the hybrid computation from the one obtained with fully kinetic electrons, is however not applicable in any straightforward way for analyzing the non-linear data. One can nonetheless estimate the widths δx by directly measuring on | φ kin ky | zt (x) the FWHM of fine structures appearing at corresponding MRSs. As the non-linear simulation system contains multiple MRSs for each k y = 0, one in fact estimates an average δx over all associated structures. Corresponding results in Fig. 11 , labeled δx sim non−lin , show that structures, although persisting in the non-linear regime, are significantly broadened compared to the linear widths δx sim lin in both the ITG and TEM cases, by up to a factor ∼ 9 for the lower k y modes.
In the TEM non-linear hybrid simulations, the particular case of the k y ρ i = 0.12 mode shows, in Fig. 12 (e Fig. 2 (c) and (d) , a large radial modulation of weak amplitude is already present on the linear mode enveloppe |φ hyb |. This weak corrugation not exactly aligned with the MRS is even more visible on the small k y modes in adiabatic electrons simulations (k y ρ i < 0.15) -not shown in this paper. We attribute this weak radial corrugation to the ion dynamics.
Fine radial corrugation of ky = 0 modes
In non-linear simulations, the axisymmetric Fourier modes (k y = 0) are coupled to, and thus driven by, the unstable non-axisymmetric modes (k y = 0). As a result, the radial structures located at MRSs of k y = 0 modes lead to similar structures on the k y = 0 modes in case of fully kinetic electron simulations. Such coupling is brought to the fore by studying time-and fluxsurface-averages of various fluctuation field quantities, · F S = · yz in flux-tube coordinates. Note that averaging over the y-direction provides the k y = 0 Fourier component. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 13(a-b) where the time-averaged shearing rate ω E×B t related to the zonal E × B flow has been plotted. This shearing rate is related to the zonal component
As will appear even clearer in Fig. 14 , radial structures can be identified not only at the position of lowest order MRSs (i.e. related to k y = k y,min ) but to the positions of next order MRSs (corresponding to k y = 2k y,min and k y = 3k y,min ) as well. This appearance of radial structures on the k y = 0 Fourier modes through non-linear coupling can be identified on essentially all fluctuation fields. As an example, the radial gradient profile ∇ x δT e yzt of the time-and fluxsurface-averaged electron temperature fluctuation (with δT e computed using δT j = d Fig. 13(c-d) . Note how corresponding simulation results obtained with the hybrid electron model provide profiles with radial structures which either present much weaker amplitudes and/or whose radial positions do not appear to be correlated to MRSs. It is important to point out that in the non-linear turbulent simulations, the fine radial structures are fully revealed only after time-averaging the fluctuations. The standard deviation over time, σ(x), of the flux-surface-averaged fluctuations have been reported in Fig. 13 as well. Note that σ appears to be only very weakly dependent on x. The fact that σ in the case of fully kinetic electron simulations is of the same order as the radial modulation amplitude of the time averages (both for ω E×B and ∇ x δT e yzt ) reflects that the time-averaged component of the fluctuations is at least partly "drowned" by the timedependent component. This is all the more so in the case of the hybrid simulations, where the weak non-zero timeaveraged component is significantly smaller than the time
3. Characteristic profile modulation of flux-surface averaged fields and related gradients Remarkable in Fig. 13 on both radial profiles ω E×B t and ∇ x δT e yzt of the fully kinetic electron simulations are their periodicity with respect to the distance L LMRS between lowest order MRSs. This periodicity is emphasized in Fig. 14 , where the time-and flux-surfaceaveraged profiles over the full radial simulation length L x = M L LMRS of various fluctuation fields have been cut into M segments which were then superimposed, the lowest order MRSs of each segment having been positioned at the center x = 0 of these plots. The nearly perfect alignment of profile segments in the case of simulation results obtained with the fully kinetic electron model, both in the ITG and TEM case, thus clearly reflects the periodicity of radial structures, while the obvious misalignment in corresponding plots obtained with the hybrid model reflects that such periodicity of structures related to positions of MRSs is lacking or at least much weaker in these latter simulations. A hint of periodic structures aligned with the lowest order mode rational surfaces is nonetheless apparent in the hybrid electron ITG simulation, Figs. 14(b) and 14(f). These structures must however be related to the particular resonant dynamics near MRSs of passing ions and corresponding widths are therefore much wider than in the simulations with fully kinetic electrons.
In particular, the radial gradient ∇ x δA yzt of the time-and flux-surface-averaged fluctuations for different field quantities A normalized with respect to corresponding background gradients |∇ x A 0 | = A 0 /L A are plotted in the first row of Fig. 14 . Shown are profiles related to density, A = N , as well as electron and ion temperatures, i.e. A = T e and A = T i respectively. The appearance of non-zero profiles ∇ x δA yzt which converge in time during the saturated turbulent phase obviously correspond to a modification of the average profiles from the initial background profiles A 0 . The total time-and flux-surface-averaged radial gradient profile of a given field A = A 0 + δA can indeed be written: Figs. 14(a-d) . Therefore where ζ A > 0, respectively ζ A < 0, the profile of A is locally flattened, respectively steepened, compared to the initial background A 0 . In particular, a value of ζ A = +1 corresponds to a full (100%) flattening.
One observes that in the case of fully kinetic electron simulations, for both the ITG and TEM cases, all three gradients ratios ζ N , ζ Te , and ζ Ti present maxima at the low order mode rational surfaces. These maxima are most prominent for the electron temperature profile at the position x = δm/ŝk y,min of the lowest order mode rational surfaces, presenting values up to ζ Te = +0.5 and thus reflecting a 50% flattening at these positions, in both the ITG and TEM cases. Somewhat lower local maximums are also clearly visible at the positions x = δm/ŝk y of next order mode rational surfaces, i.e. at least for k y = 2 k y,min and 3 k y,min . Between these lowest order MRSs, ζ A of the different fields takes on negative values, reflecting steepening of corresponding values. Most prominent minimum values are again reached in case of the electron temperature, with values down to ζ A = −0.3 corresponding to a 30% steepening. Due to the periodic radial boundaries in a flux-tube simulation, the radial average of the total profile gradient cannot be modified. Locally flattened regions must therefore necessarily alternate with locally steepened ones: ζ A x = 0.
Characteristic profile modulation of ωE×B and of its gyroaverage
In the second row of Fig. 14 , the M segments of the shearing rate profile ω E×B t have been superimposed as well. In fact, the effective electric field felt by the particles is a gyroaveraged one. As the width δx of radial structures apparent on the ω E×B t shear profiles are comparable to the ion Larmor radius, an effective shearing rate ω j E×B t should be computed separately for each species using the gyroaveraged zonal flow component of φ, i.e. ω j E×B ≃ (1/B 0 )∂ 2 φ yz /∂x 2 , with φ = G j φ and the gyroaveraging operator G j , itself averaged over the Maxwellian background distribution, given in Fourier space by
For ions, the soobtained gyroaveraged shearing rate ω i E×B t is reduced by nearly 50% in both the ITG and TEM simulations with fully kinetic electrons. For electrons, the corresponding effective shearing rate ω e E×B t is essentially identical to the non-gyroaveraged profile ω E×B t . This is to be expected as the radial structures remain large with respect to electron Larmor radii. In the hybrid simulations, the structures on the ω E×B t profile are less affected by the gyroaveraging effects, even in case of ions, as their widths are significantly larger than in the fully kinetic electron simulations.
Finally, comparing the gradients with the E × B shearing rate, in ITG and TEM cases with kinetic electrons, it appears that ζ N , ζ Ti and ζ Te have an extremum where the ω E×B shearing rate is zero. Conversely, ζ N , ζ Ti and ζ Te are zero when the ω E×B is extremum. In comparison, no such regular and well defined pattern seems to appear in the hybrid simulation cases. In Fig. 13 , this basic pattern organization can be clearly recognized in the ITG case not only for the k y,min related MRSs but also for the 2 k y,min and 3 k y,min MRSs as already observed 10 over the electron temperature profiles. The same structures related to 2 k y,min and 3 k y,min Fourier modes, although somewhat fainter, can be seen for the TEM case as well.
C. Turbulent fluxes
The turbulent radial fluxes result from the xcomponent of the E × B drift, given by v E×B,x = −(1/B 2 0 )(∇φ × B 0 ) · ∇x/|∇x| ≃ −(1/B 0 )∂φ/∂y, where φ is the scalar potential related to the essentially electrostatic fluctuations. One notes that although magnetic fluctuations have been accounted for in the fully kinetic simulations, their contribution to the turbulent fluxes represent less than 1% of the total fluxes and are not discussed here. The electrostatic fluxes, specific to each species j and averaged over the flux-tube volume V = d 3 x = dxdydzJ xyz , are essentially of the form:
(26) In particular, the particle flux and kinetic energy flux are given by Γ j = F j [1] and
, and have been normalized to the following ion Gyro-Bohm units
, respectively. In our ITG and TEM reference cases Z = 1 and therefore Γ i = Γ e = Γ.
A fundamental issue, due to limited simulation statistics, is in providing error estimates of time-averaged fluxes F t . The practical approach considered here consists in dividing the quasi-stationary turbulent phase of the simulation into N disjoint time intervals of equal span and computing the time averages F n over each of these sub-intervals. An estimate of the error v 2 t on the total time-average flux can then be provided by the root mean square deviation:
The number of time intervals N one can consider is usually very limited (typically 3 for our simulations) as each must contain at least a few (∼ 10) turbulent bursts. The rough error estimate on the time-averaged fluxes obtained in this way is less than 5% for non-linear simulation results shown in Figs. 15, 16 , and 17.
kx and ky Spectra
Flux spectra enable to study the contribution to transport from the different fluctuation scale lengths. Such spectra are derived by expressing relation (26) in terms of the Fourier representations of φ and δf j with respect to x and y. In particular, the Fourier decomposition of φ reads:
In the case of particle flux, for example, equation (26) then becomes:
having identified the flux spectra as
where φ ⋆ is the complex conjugate of φ. The time-averaged k x -and k y -particle flux spectra are plotted for both the ITG and TEM cases in Fig. 15 , obtained by summing Γ t (k x , k y ) over k y and k x , respectively. For comparison, the figure shows simulation results obtained with both the fully kinetic and hybrid electron models. All these spectra present a typical decay towards the shorter wavelengths, which is roughly algebraic, ∼ k −α , corresponding to a straight line in loglog scale, often referred to as the "inertial range". The contributions to the fluxes from the shortest considered wavelength modes are thus at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the one from the spectrum peak, typically located at k y ρ i = 0.2 − 0.3, which is a clear indication of a well-converged turbulent simulation in terms of the number of Fourier modes considered. The spectrum peak itself is well resolved, reflecting a good spectral resolution ∆k x,y = k x,y,min = 2π/L x,y , i.e. a sufficiently large simulation box. In the ITG case, at the very edge (Nyquist limit) of the spectra, one observes however a slight deviation from the algebraic decay, in the form of a flattening or even roll-over for the k y -spectra. This is clearly not due to a linearly unstable mode at these scales, as shown in Fig. 1(a) (see results for µ = 400 and τ = 1), but is most probably related to a pile-up of energy cascading down toward small scales. In the TEM case, no roll-over is present at the very edge (Nyquist limit) of the spectra even if the curve's decay slightly lessen for k y ρ i ≈ 1.5. The absence of roll-over has also been confirmed for simulations with higher radial resolutions.
Remarkable on the k x -spectra of fully kinetic electron simulations are peaks at harmonics k
. These peaks are most clearly visible in the particle flux spectra of the ITG case, and most prominent for p = 2, 3, and 4. These are clearly related to the Fourier mode components giving rise to the periodic structures located at the lowest order MRSs and are thus absent from the hybrid simulation results. The origin of the peaks in the time-averaged k x spectra Γ t,ky (k x ) = ky Γ t (k x , k y ) is shown to be due to the presence of peaks at aligned along (k y = k x /2πŝ) in the time-averaged bi-dimensional spectra Γ t (k x , k y ) which are plotted in Fig. 16 . These modes correspond, for each k y , to the first order coupling to the mode (k x , k y ) = (0, k y ) resulting from the pseudo periodicity boundary conditions described by Eq. (1). Very similar features are also observed on both electron and ion kinetic energy flux spectra (not shown).
Numerical radial resolution
As can be observed in Fig. 11 , the widths of the fine structures roughly scale as half the distance between consecutive lowest order MRSs for each k y . Non-linear simulation cases considered in this work are composed of 64 k y modes; the biggest k y mode has the highest number of MRSs (64 × M ) within the box boundaries: 512 (ITG) and 256 (TEM). As a result, if one wants for example a minimum of 10 points between the MRSs to resolve the fine radial structures of all modes, it respectively requires 5120 and 2560 points in x. Nonetheless, as discussed in Sec. IV C 1, the turbulence spectra is dominated by low k y modes (k y ρ i < 0.3) which have the largest radial structures at MRSs: δx num non−lin > ∼ 2ρ i . To have at least 10 points between these k y 's lowest order MRSs, it requires to have n x > 340 and 300. In our convergence
Time-averaged, turbulent particle flux spectrum Γ t(kx, ky) for same cases as in Fig. 15 study, we went beyond this resolution by taking n x = 512 and 1024. Note that these two runs with very high radial resolutions have been carried out over a shorter time window t end ≈ 200v thi /R compared to other simulations for which t end ≈ 300v thi /R.
In the convergence study (Fig. 17) , we scanned a range of radial point numbers, n x , for which the mesh size in units of the ion Larmor radius, ∆x/ρ i = L x /n x ρ i , varies from 0.28 to 1.49 in the ITG case and from 0.12 to 1.30 in the TEM case. The highest resolutions provide more than 7 (ITG) and 16 (TEM) radial grid points over the fine structure widths, δx sim non−lin , of dominant k y modes (k y ρ i < 0.3). In comparison, the lowest resolutions provide less than two grid points over the fine structure widths of almost all k y modes. This low resolution is clearly not sufficient to describe the radial corrugations present near MRSs in kinetic electron simulations. In Fig. 17 , we show with dashed lines the linear fits that have been extrapolated to obtain the converged values (∆x → 0).
The particle and kinetic energy fluxes of ions and electrons, as well as the effective E × B shearing rate ω ef f , which are obtained from simulations running with the hybrid model are essentially converged already for low res- olutions (circles in Fig. 17) . On the contrary, the fluxes and ω ef f obtained from simulations carried out with the kinetic electron model (asterisk in Fig. 17 ) are not converged at low resolutions. In subplot (h), the ω ef f does not appear clearly converged, even at the highest resolution. As we discuss now, the effective shearing rate ω ef f considered in this work includes a fluctuating contribution. The following results show that the strong increase case, the electron heat flux is solely due to the trapped electrons: q kin h,e t = q kin h,e,trp t and q hyb h,e t = q hyb h,e,trp t . The transport levels obtained from hybrid and kinetic electron simulations are only different by ≈ 15%. This is not a significant difference regarding the error due to the extrapolation method.
The transport levels of ion kinetic energy obtained with the kinetic and hybrid electron models are different enough to at least say that this flux is decreased by the influence of the passing electron dynamics. But this ion kinetic energy flux remains much lower than the electron kinetic energy flux.
V. CONCLUSION
The non-adiabatic response of passing electrons near mode rational surfaces has been characterized in the flux-tube geometry by identifying its role in linear and non-linear collisionless plasma, studying instabilities and turbulent saturated regimes of an ITG and a TEM test cases. This characterization was achieved by systematically comparing results obtained when accounting for the fully kinetic response of the electrons with results obtained with an hybrid model in which the trapped electrons are handled kinetically and the passing electrons are forced to respond adiabatically.
In linear simulations, fine radial structures due to the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons are systematically present near MRSs. These fine structures develop in the vicinity of MRSs where k is small enough to have |ω r /k | > ∼ v the . The condition |ω r /k | = v the appears to be a good criteria to localize the boundaries of the region where passing electrons are non-adiabatic. The dependence on the main physical parameters of the fine structure radial width has been characterized.
For comparison, the underlying destabilization occurring near MRS and related to the passing electrons dynamics have been described with a local dispersion relation. It was shown that in the radial region where the fine structure related to the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons is present, the growth rate obtained with the local dispersion relation is significantly raised, by a factor two or more, when including the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons. The radial width estimate based on this local growth rate was found to be in good agreement with the one directly measured in the results from GENE numerical simulations. This local dispersion relation has then been reduced to a second order polynomial equation, in order to compute an analytical solution. In this simple form, the ion finite Larmor radius effects cannot be neglected if one wants to correctly describe the destabilization mechanism due to the passing electrons near MRS. Finally, with this analytical dispersion relation, an instability condition showing the interchange nature of the instability at MRS has been found for both ITG and TEM cases.
In non-linear simulations, fine structures due to the non-adiabatic response of passing electrons over k y = 0 modes persist in the turbulent saturated regime, somewhat broadened compared to the linear case. By nonlinear coupling with the k y = 0 mode, it leads to periodic radial corrugations over the flux-surface-and timeaveraged gradients of temperature and density, as well as over the time-averaged E × B shearing rate. Consequently, dominant k y modes which contribute the most to the fluxes, as illustrated in direct space and Fourier space, require to be finely resolved in the radial direction to properly account for the particular dynamics of passing electrons near MRSs. An effective E × B shearing rate was introduced which filters out the (too) rapidly oscillating component of the ω E×B .
It has been necessary, with the fully kinetic model, to
